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Abstract. The Riccati matrix equation has been the subject of

several recent papers. In the present paper, the solution to this

equation is approximated by a sequence of matrices whose ele-

ments are rational functions. It is shown that the sequence con-

verges uniformly to the solution. Furthermore, each element of the

sequence is constructed from a matrix polynomial which is in a

sense the best approximation to the solution of the linear system

associated with the Riccati matrix equation.

1. The Riccati matrix equation. If A, B, C, and D are nXn ma-

trices whose elements are continuous functions of the real variable x

over the interval [a, a+ai], the Riccati matrix differential equation is

defined to be

(1) R[Wix)] = W'ix) + Wix)Aix) + Dix)Wix) + Wix)Bix)Wi%)=Cix).

(See [4] and the references given in [4] for a number of places where

this equation arises.)

Associated with (1) is the initial condition

(2) Wia) = Wa,       aSx^a + au

where Wa is an nXn nonsingular matrix. Although the system is

known to have a solution under the conditions given [l], the solution

in closed form may be difficult or impossible to find. Consequently

we consider the possibility of approximating this solution in some

sense. Since the differential equation (1) is nonlinear, we examine the

linear system associated with (1) and (2) in the following discussion.

2. The associated linear system. For any rXr matrix Hix) whose

elements are continuous functions for a^x^b, we define the absolute

value function to be

(3) \\3ix)\\ = t, \ hij\ .
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From (3) it follows that

(4) ||#(*)!U = max ||ff(*)||
a sz si-

delines a norm for matrices of this type.

The 2wX2w matrix integral equation

(5) L[<b(x)] m <b(x) - f  K(t)4>(t)dt = Y„
" a

where

VA(x)      B(x)-\ VW'1   0     ~\
(6) K(x) = \    W W      and    Ya = \
V W      lC(x)   -D(x)] L /      Wa J

is defined to be the associated Riccati system. If

v, ^       rFl1^     Yl2^l
(7) F(x) = Iv   f\     XT   t \\LT2i(x)    Y22(x)A

is the unique solution of (5) in the generalized rectangle

(8) \\<p - F„|| g c,        a^x^a + a2 = b,        a2 g ax,

such that Yxx(x) has an inverse for a^x^b (it will, for example, if

c<l/|| Wa\\), then it can be shown (see [4]) that

(9) W(x) = Y2X(x)Yi~x\x)

is the unique solution of (1) and (2) in the generalized rectangle

(10) \\W - Wa\\ g II F„||M|| Fu||. + ||IF„||,       a ^ x g b.

3. The best approximation to L[ Y(x)]. For our approximating

functions we choose matrix polynomials of the class

(11) Pk(x) = 22*   E cljEmi,
«=0        m ,)=X

where the Emj are 2wX2n matrices having one as the (m, j) element

and zeros elsewhere. The coefficients <4> of the matrix polynomials

Pk(x) are required to be such that Pk(a) = Ya. Since L is a linear

operator it is not difficult to show that

(12) min||L[F(*)] - L[Pk(x)]\\n
F-t)

is attained for some matrix polynomial P*(x) for fixed k, the maxi-

mum degree of the polynomial elements of Pk(x). That is, L[Pk*(x)]
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is the best approximation to Z[F(x)] for fixed k.

Since P*ix) is the minimizing matrix polynomial of degree k in (12),

it follows by use of the Weierstrass theorem on polynomial approxi-

mation [2] that

(13) lim \\L[7(x)] - L[P*kix)]\\m = 0.

Therefore, since Z is a one-to-one continuous operator of a Banach

space onto itself, (13) implies that

lim ||L-»||4|L[F(»)] - Z[i7(x)]||m = 0,
t—»co

where ||Z~l||i is the norm of the bounded linear operator Z-1, see [5].

Consequently, since

||z-'J!i||z[F(x)] - L[ptix)]\\m ̂  ||L-i{L[Ff»] - L[p!(*)]}||.

we have that

(14) lim || F(») - Ptix)\\m = 0.

4. An approximation to Wix). We write the minimizing matrix

polynomial of degree k as

,.,, *. ,       [Pn(x)    Pk*)l
(15) Pkix) =      * * ,

LPnix)    Pnix)j

where P^jix) is an nXn matrix polynomial. Then from (9) we arrive

at the following theorem.

Theorem. If Wix) is the unique solution of (1) and (2) in the gen-

eralized rectangle (10), then

(i) lim \\Wix) - PUx)[Pn(x)T\\m = 0,

and

(ii) PnitilPuia)]'1 = Wa,       k ^ k0.

Proof. We first show that if k is sufficiently large, say k^k0, then

Pnix) has an inverse. If no k0 exists such that Pknix) has an inverse,

then there exists a subsequence of the sequence {Z'n(x)}, say

{P\\ix)}, such that for each j the matrix polynomial P\\ix) is singu-

lar. Thus, since
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lim || Yxx(x) - P"A(x)\\m = 0

by (14), it would follow that Yxx(x) must also be singular, a contradic-

tion. Hence, Pku(x) has an inverse for sufficiently large k.

We now assume that k^k0, and hence P\x(x) has an inverse. We

consider the norm of the difference,

II r„Fu - p*i(i>n)_1IU

= || Yix Yn - P« Yu + P\x Yu - P^Pnf'H-

=g || FulUII Y21 - Pn|U + ll^ilUIKPu)"1 - Fu|U
^ || Fn|U|| Yn - Pn\\~ + 2||Pn||m|| Yn\\m\\pkxx - Ylx[\m.

The last inequality in (16), which is given without proof, follows from

the fact that the linear space of nXn matrices whose elements are

continuous functions over [a, b] is a Banach algebra [5]. Thus by the

use of the submatrices of (14) in (16), result (i) of the theorem is

obtained.

The properties of a Banach algebra used are the following:

If GQNn (Nn is a Banach algebra) is the set of elements in Nn

which have inverses, and if {Am(x)} QG, and A(x)EG, and if

lim || 4 <*>(*) - ,4»||„ = 0,
t->»

then by a series of lemmas in [5, pp. 305-307], it is shown that if

T[A(x)]=A~l(x) and T[A™(x)] = U»>(*)]-», then

\[T[A(x)] - T[A*\x)]\\m ^ 2\\A{k\x) - A(x)\\m\\A-\x)\\l

This result is used in the inequality in (16) with A(x) = Yxx(x) and

A^(x)=P\x(x).

Since we require that Pk(a) = F„, then by examining the nXn sub-

matrices we have for k ^ k0 that

P2i(a)[Pii(a)]-1 = I(W~aY = Wa,

and conclusion (ii) of the theorem is satisfied.

5. Conclusion. We observe that from the matrix polynomials

{P/(x)} which minimize (12) we obtain a sequence of matrices of

rational functions which converge uniformly to the solution of (1) and

(2). Since the solution Y(x) of (5) is best approximated without being

known, the solution W(x) of (1) and (2) can thus be approximated

without being known.
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Although the discussion has not been concerned with the numerical

aspect of the problem, it might be observed that, since Z is a linear

operator, the minimizing matrix polynomial P*ix), with k fixed, can

be obtained in a manner analogous to that used, say, in finding the

best approximation to a continuous function using Chebyshev poly-

nomials.

Also it is not given in the paper but it can be shown that the rate

of convergence in (i) of the theorem is of the order Oil/k) uniformly

in x. Furthermore if Yix) possesses p continuous derivatives, then the

rate of convergence is of the order Oil/k").
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